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Catfish Connections
Welcome to the November
edition of CatfishNow (CFN)
digital magazine and social media
platform. November brings cooler
weather and a lot of anglers are
shifting gears from fishing to
hunting, but there is still plenty
of good catfishing in the months
ahead.
Aaron Wheatley’s Monsters on the Ohio just
completed another successful tournament in October
as the tournament trails slow down considerably in
colder weather. But, Steve Dobbs has his Hold’em
Hook Christmas for Kids tournament on November 18th.
Jody Harrison is hard at work on the Winter Blues on
Wheeler tournament to be held on January 6th and
Michael Lawrence will bring Icebowl 2018 to Clarksville
VA on Saturday January 27th. If you recall, Dale Russel
Lowe Jr. caught that 141.76-pound beast last year in the
Icebowl, so cold weather is not an excuse to quit fishing.
Our major goal at CatfishNow is to promote the sport
of catfishing through positive content that enlightens and
educates our readers on techniques, destinations and
issues related to the sport. We are extremely pleased
to bring you this month’s collection of catfish related
content.
As always, we would like to hear from you. We
encourage you, as readers and as advertisers, to
continue your feedback. Tell us what you think of this
issue and what you would like to see in future issues.
We look forward to your comments and will seriously
consider them as input for future editions.
I want to thank the great sponsors that stand behind
us and the sport of catfishing. They are supporting
each and every one of you too, by making it possible
for CatfishNow to be offered free to our readers. I ask
that you reciprocate by supporting them when you can.
Christmas is coming soon, and it’s never too early to
start shopping for that cat man or cat women in your life.
Click on some of our sponsors and see what they have
to offer.
Please share this issue of CatfishNow with your
friends, relatives and other catfish enthusiasts. By doing
so you just might help them catch more CatfishNow.
Fish with passion,
Ron Presley, Editor
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Whiskers & Feathers: Channel
Cats on Fly in Florida
by Debbie Hanson

Fly fishing pros share surprising techniques and patterns that produce
in the Sunshine State’s stocked waterways.

I
n a whiskered world where cut baits
and stink baits prevail, you don’t hear

much about fly rods or the associated lot
of hooks and feathers that these angling
instruments elegantly launch into the
water. However, as American poet Carl
Sandburg once said, “Nearly all the best
things that came to me in life have been
unexpected, unplanned by me.”
Fly anglers accustomed to pursuing
freshwater game fish such as largemouth

Fly angler and kayak fishing guide Steve
Gibson shows off a sight-fished channel
catfish that slurped up a fly in Lake
Manatee.
bass or bluegill might find themselves
in agreement with Sandburg’s choice of
words after landing their first channel
catfish on fly. Channel cats aren’t often
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credited as a primary target in the fly
fishing community; however, the feathercasting crowd is discovering that they
can be surprisingly strong and worthy
adversaries when taken on a fly rod.
This element of the unexpected
is particularly relevant in peninsular
Florida, where channel catfish don’t
naturally reproduce, but are almost
entirely a product of stocking efforts by
the Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation
Commission (FWC). “Channel catfish are
cavity nesters. They will not reproduce
unless the male can get underneath or
behind something in order to protect
his blindside since he is responsible
for guarding the nest,” said Rick Stout,
FWC Richloam Hatchery Manager and
Biological Administrator.
“Habitat that offers flowing water
and areas where the eggs can be

Florida’s stocked waterways can provide you
with the chance to target channel catfish on
fly like this one caught in a local Lee County
pond by Debbie Hanson. Don’t forget to be
mindful of the pectoral and dorsal fins.
protected from sunlight is important,”
he added. “There isn’t much in the way
of natural spawning habitat for channel
catfish south of Gainesville, so the fish
have to be stocked,” commented Stout.
The life span of a channel catfish is
about 20 to 25 years, so once they are
established, populations can sustain for a
long time if the conditions are conducive.
“Stocked waterways often include places
such as state parks or local ponds that
frequently hold fishing derbies and bank
fishing events for kids,” Stout added.
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Despite this lack of natural
spawning habitat, Florida freshwater
fly anglers are growing increasingly
fond of the rush that comes along with
a take from a formidable channel cat
in stocked waters. “These fish hit hard,
are much stronger than you might think,
and put up a tremendous fight. They
are opportunistic feeders that feed on
everything from insects to bream. If they
sense something moving, they eat,” said
avid fly angler and professional kayak
guide Steve Gibson. “I’ve had them grab
my fly and take me all the way into the
backing,” he added.
Gibson guides clients on the
Manatee River and Lake Manatee, near
Bradenton in Southwest Florida, through
his business Southern Drawl Kayak
Fishing (941-284-3406). Most of the
channel cats he and his clients catch
run in the four to six pound range, but
he says that catching fish in the double
digits isn’t unheard of either.
In addition to the stable population
of channel catfish in the Manatee River
and Lake Manatee, Benderson Park
Lake in Sarasota and Oscar Scherer

Steve Gibson works his simple nymph
or Snymph fly pattern using slight
twitches and 1-inch strips when casting
for channel catfish in Lake Manatee.
State Park in Osprey are two additional
FWC stocked spots in Southwest Florida
where anglers can target the species on
fly.
“Focus your efforts on outside bends
and fallen trees,” advised Gibson. “Low
light periods, such as dawn and dusk,
tend to be the best times,” he added.
The fly patterns Gibson uses most
often are two of his very own creations
-- the Myakka Minnow in copper with
a chartreuse tail, and a #10 beadhead
nymph that he refers to as Gibby’s
Snymph or simple nymph. When fishing
his Myakka Minnow pattern he uses
a moderate retrieve with 6 to 8-inch
strips, but works the Snymph beneath
the surface using 1-inch strips and tiny
twitches, along with the aid of a strike
indicator.
In addition to these two subsurface
flies, Gibson recommends keeping a
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The copper Myakka Minnow with
chartreuse tail is a proven pattern for
channel catfish when fished with a
moderate retrieve and 6 to 8-inch strips.
topwater popper handy. “Channel cats
will take topwater poppers on the surface,
particularly during the late spring or early
summer months. “When water levels are
low, it’s a good time to cast out a popping
bug. Just give it a pop or two, and then
let it sit still for several seconds so that
the legs can undulate,” he suggested.
“I’ve caught plenty of channel cats on
poppers this way.”
Because
channel
catfish
are
omnivores, they won’t pass up an
opportunity to feed higher in the water
column if the conditions are right.
Gibson is in good company when
it comes to his level of enthusiasm
for landing channel catfish on fly.
Professional fly casting instructor and
freshwater guide Joe Mahler (239-8980263), is another Florida fan of the
brawny channel cat.
“Channel catfish have somewhat
similar habits to largemouth bass. They

Top Florida Stocked Spots for
Channel Catfish
1.
Medard Reservoir, Plant City - Ledges
and flats within the main body of the reservoir
are good places for fly anglers to try catching
stocked channel catfish.
2.
Mosaic Fish Management Area, Fort
Meade - This 1,000-acre Fish Management
Area (FMA), near Fort Meade, is frequently
stocked with channel catfish to improve
fishing opportunities.
3.
Lake Kissimmee State Park, Lake
Wales - Large channel catfish in the
Kissimmee Chain of Lakes are generally
targeted during peak spawning months from
April through June.
4.
Lake Manatee State Park, Bradenton
- Lake Manatee is ideal if you want to try
fly fishing for channel catfish from a kayak
during the winter or spring months.
5.
Tenoroc Fish Management Area,
Lakeland - You’ll find both reclaimed and
unreclaimed lakes at Tenoroc that are wellstocked and offer plenty of shoreline access.
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like to eat crayfish or minnows and are
often found hanging out around brush
piles,” commented Mahler. Which is why
one of his recommended flies for channel
catfish is Junior’s Craft Fur Minnow, a
pattern created by fly tyer Junior Burke
that mimics this type of forage.
Mahler recommends tying on a
Craft Fur Minnow with a size 6 hook, and
fishing the pattern slowly while dropping
it between branches with short, exact
casts. “Channel catfish aren’t skittish,
so you can use that your advantage and
make shorter, more precise casts,” he
advised.
Aside from stocking your box with

“I’ve had them grab my fly and
take me all the way into the
backing…”

Junior’s Craft Fur Minnow is a pattern
recommended by freshwater guide
and fly casting instructor Joe Mahler
because it emulates a variety of forage
species favored by channel cats.
the right types of flies, be sure to gear up
your tackle accordingly when planning
to pursue this burly species. Mahler’s
channel cat set up of choice is the Reilly
Rod Crafters CK Series 6-weight medium
action fly rod with either floating line for
fishing slow moving streams and ponds,
or an intermediate sink tip for swifter
moving lakes or river.
“The CK Series 6-weight fly rod has
the backbone you’ll need to get channel
cats out of brush piles, along with the
ability to load well on short casts,”
advised Mahler. “Use 10 feet of 10 to
12-pound test fluorocarbon leader that
will hold up around abrasive branches
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and structure,” he added.
Of course, when you do land your
first Ictalurus punctatus on fly, you will
want to be mindful of how you handle
it. Both Mahler and Gibson show their
clients how to properly grasp the species
for photo opportunities so that they avoid
a poke from the spines on the dorsal and
pectoral fins. “It helps to use a landing
net and a fish gripping tool,” Gibson
recommended. “Given the potential size
and strength of this species, a landing
net is always a good thing to have along.”
Not convinced just yet? Pick up
a 6-weight, head to a stocked Florida
waterway, and get ready for the
unexpected fun that comes along with
reeling in whiskers on feathers.

Don’t forget to add a few topwater
poppers to your channel catfish fly
selection, particularly at dawn or dusk
in the late spring and early summer
months when water levels are lower.

- Debbie Hanson
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Catfish Basics #027

Live bait or cut – Kris Flores,
Muddy River Catfishing

I like using cut bait because it is easier
to obtain than live bait. In the state of New
Mexico, it is illegal to transport living fish from
one body of water to another and catching
live bluegill as bait is hit or miss. I can catch
some bluegill or carp before a fishing trip, put
them in the freezer, forget about them, and
use them as cut bait anytime I want.
I’ve also noticed that I catch just as many
flatheads, blues and channels on frozen cut
bait as I do on live bait. I know many anglers
would argue that, but this is just from my
experience in my area.
I’ll typically cut the baitfish into sections.
One cut behind the head from top to bottom,
and again every 1” to 2” down the body. I hook the head starting underneath the jaw
and out the top, through the bone between the eyes. This helps keep the hook from
hooking back into the bait. I will hook the body pieces from the top, getting enough
meat on the hook to keep the bait on, yet leaving plenty of gap on the hook so it can
do its job.
Being born and raised here in Southern New Mexico, the majority of my fishing
takes place in the Rio Grande River, Elephant Butte Reservoir, and Caballo Lake.
Recently I was lucky enough to take a fishing trip out to Wichita, Kansas. With all of
the water they have out there, I came home wondering why a guy, who loves fishing
as much as I do, is living in the middle of a desert?
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B’n’M How To:
Elevated Baits
with Joey Pounders
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by John N. Felsher

Anglers who can read the birds might find more catfish action up close

How do you get a cat out of a tree?
Easy. Flip in a fresh shad!
In both fresh and salty waters, many
anglers watch birds to find fish. Predatory fish

Billy Blakley, a guide for Blue Bank Resort,
shows off a channel catfish he caught while
flipping bait around cypress trees on Reelfoot
Lake, TN. (Photo by John N. Felsher)
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push baitfish toward the surface. Frenzied
seagulls and other birds see that activity and
swoop down to get their share of the bounty.
However, some catfish anglers watch
for different birds not in a frenzy. In recent
decades, populations of federally protected
double-crested cormorants and other fisheating birds exploded across North America.
Cormorants often gather in huge flocks on
major lakes, an indicator of fish in the area.
After diving for fish, the big black birds
frequently sit on logs or tree branches with
their wings outstretched to dry.
Vile to Humans. Delicious to Catfish.
Because these big black fowl eat so
many fish, and smell like it, many anglers
detest these birds. However, some catfish
anglers have learned to love the foul fowl.
After filling their bellies with fish,
cormorants often roost in trees or other
perches and take a nap. Cypress trees
frequently grow in water up to seven feet
deep, making excellent roosting spots for

Bait up with shad and flip it near the base of a
tree where the fish awaits.
(Photo by John N. Felsher)
birds. Old, standing timber or forested
shorelines also make great places for fat
birds to rest.
While sitting in the trees, the birds
inevitably relieve themselves. Waste
deposits can stain tree trunks, branches and
foliage white, but some of it drops into the
water. What smells vile to humans becomes
a tempting buffet to hungry catfish.
With about 10,000 taste buds per square
inch in its skin, a catfish swims through the
water like a giant tongue tasting everything.
It can detect minute food particles or scents
over long distances. Sensors can perceive
odors down to one part in 10 billion parts of
water. When the malodorous fishy smelling
“deposits” hit the water, catfish smell it and
come looking for an easy meal.
“I was bass fishing one day, flipping
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jigs against cypress trees and caught an
occasional catfish,” recalled Billy Blakley, a “A catfish can’t resist a tempting
guide for Blue Bank Resort (877-258-3226,
www.bluebankresort.com) on Reelfoot Lake shad sinking past its nose…”
in Hornbeak, TN. “Later, I brought out some
shad, flipped them next to tree trunks and
Birds find abundant places to perch
wore the catfish out. The birds were just
on
cypress-studded
Reelfoot Lake. The
tearing up chum and moving it from one part
entire waterbody looks more like a cypress
of the lake to deposit it in another.”
swamp than a lake. From December 1811
until February 1812, four extremely powerful
Why call it Reelfoot?
earthquakes ripped the area. For a time, the
Mississippi River actually reversed course
flow northward into the fissure, inundating
According to legend, Reelfoot to
existing swamps. Now, the 18,000-acre
Lake derives its name from an “Quake Lake,” averages about 4.5 feet deep,
Indian chief with a deformed foot but some holes drop to about 18 feet deep.
What works at Reelfoot Lake could
who lived in the area in the early work in
any lake, river or impoundment with
1800s. In the legend, the Chickasaw abundant fish-eating birds, good catfish
chief wanted to marry a Choctaw populations and numerous places for birds
princess, but the girl’s father to perch. Some other great lakes for this
of fishing include Toledo Bend and
refused. Chief Reelfoot planned to type
Caddo Lake on the Louisiana-Texas line, the
kidnap the princess, but the Great Santee-Cooper lakes of South Carolina and
Spirit wouldn’t allow it. When the many lakes in Florida.

chief disobeyed and attempted
to snatch the girl, the Great Spirit
stamped his foot on the ground,
causing a massive earthquake that
destroyed the chief’s village and
created the lake.
In another theory, maps before
the 1811-12 earthquakes show a
stream labeled the Red Foot River
where the lake now stands. An
1835 map shows a body of water
named Wood Lake because of
all the trees in it. Cartographers
theorize that a mapmaker could
not read the writing on older maps
and mistook the “d” in Red for an “e
l,” thus giving the lake a new name
that remains to this day.

Get a Later Start
Many anglers wait to start catfishing
until later in the morning, after birds ate a
good fishy breakfast and take a siesta.
Another strategy is to fish for other species
at first light and try the trees for cats later. In
the fall and winter, the sunshine warms the
water a bit, making catfish more active later
in the day.
“This kind of fishing works best on a
sunny day,” Blakley advised. “The brighter
the sunlight on the water, the tighter catfish
hang to the trees. People don’t have to get
up early. It’s a really good technique to use
in the middle of the day.”
When preparing to fish the trees, first
look for birds. Whenever possible, find birds
that have been sitting in trees for a while.
Failing that, look for trees freshly stained
with waste in or near water about three to six
feet deep. Also look for any activity around
the tree trunks that could indicate feeding
fish.
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“I like to fish under a ‘fresh’ tree,” Blakley
explained. “I like to find a tree with birds
sitting in it and run them off. If they’ve been
sitting in the tree for a while, I know I’ll catch
fish. When I see the trees with white on the
leaves and branches, I know I’ve found fish.”
Typically, birds fly off as someone
approaches. After chasing off the birds, attach
a whole threadfin shad to a 4/0 hook with no
weight. Flip the bait as close to the tree trunk
as possible so the shad flutters down into the
water. Frequently, the bait never makes it to
the bottom before a catfish slurps it into its
mouth. If a bait does hit bottom, let it rest a
few seconds. Then, pop it up a bit and then
let it slowly sink again.
“When it’s a calm day, I don’t use any
weight at all,” Blakley recommended. “I just
flip the shad against the tree trunks. The
shad naturally drifts to the bottom. When it’s
windy, I use a leadhead jig or a slip sinker to
get the bait to the bottom. Flipping for catfish

Blakley caught this stringer of catfish while
flipping shad around cypress trees at Reelfoot
Lake, TN. (Photo by John N. Felsher)
under the trees is a very simple technique.
It’s a great technique for teaching children
how to fish.”
Determine Patterns
On cold days, catfish would probably
prefer the sunny side of a tree. On warm
days, they might like the shady side, but they
could hold anywhere. On any day, always
fish completely around a tree trunk whenever
possible and try to determine patterns.
Catfish usually bite immediately or not at
all. Some trees might produce several good
catfish quickly so keep fishing a spot until
nothing else bites. Don’t waste time fishing
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an unproductive tree. After a few minutes
with no action, use an electric motor to move
to another nearby tree.
“A cypress tree has a lot of places
where a catfish can hide and lines can hang
up,” Blakley advised. “I use a medium-heavy
bass rod, but people could use just about
any rod or even a cane pole. I recommend
braided line or something strong to pull big
catfish out from under the cover.”
Fishermen typically catch channel
catfish around the trees. Channel cats eat
practically anything. Anglers can use any
popular catfish baits, but cats attracted to
that smell expect to find fish. People using
live bait might also catch flatheads, blues or
even bass and crappie.
“The more it smells, the better
channel cats bite it,” advised Brian Barton,
a Tennessee River catfish guide (www.
brianbartonoutdoors.com)
from
Muscle
Shoals, AL. “If they’re in an area, they

Cormorants fly over Lake Panasoffkee, FL.
Many catfish anglers look for these big black
birds sitting in trees and fish under the trees.
(Photo by John N. Felsher)
are going to bite. Channel cats tend to
like shallower water and usually seek out
structure. Channel catfish usually school in
small numbers, so if you catch a fish off a
piece of structure, continue to fish the area.”
In a good lake, anglers can flip for cats
at almost any time of the year. However,
the best fishing generally occurs in the fall
and winter as migrating birds augment local
populations. The spring can also produce
excellent action as birds migrate north and
stop periodically to feed and rest.
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HOW TO?

CFN How To:
Driftmaster’s New Rod Rack
with David Baynard
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by Ron Presley

Catching the passion from the best

I

t was only natural that Roy Harkness
would catch the catfishing bug. His passion
for catfish would increase as he grew older
and started wanting to catch bigger fish.
The Ripley TN resident’s day job is
farming.
“I work farming for my father-in-law,
Don Sweat,” offered Harkness. “I also fish
with him. I farm a little on my own too. We farm
cotton, corn, and soybeans in the Mississippi
River bottoms of West Tennessee.”
The key words in that last sentence may
be “Mississippi River bottoms.” Harkness

Growing up just minutes from the Mississippi
River fueled his passion for catfishing.
not only grew up there, but he currently lives
10 to 20 minutes from two different boat
ramps so he has great accessibility to the
Mississippi River.
“I have been addicted to fishing as long
as I can remember,” said Harkness. “Early
in life it was fishing farm ponds for bluegill
and crappie. Actually, I would fish anywhere
I could wet a hook.”
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“My dad was a Park Ranger when I
was younger. We would go bream fishing
in the Fort Pillow State Park lake every day
during the summer, after he got off work.
My grandad (who was blind) and I would
sometimes sneak down to the creek with hot
dogs and worms to try to catch something.
Sometimes it would just be a gar or drum).”
The Mississippi River was his fishing
hole. “We would tight line fish from the sand
bar,” remembered Harkness. “We would
catch fish for eating and every once in a
while, we would catch a 15- to 20-pound
fish. That was big to me back then.”
Like many other anglers, as he grew
older Harkness had a yearning to catch
bigger fish.

“I love the challenge of…trying
to convince something to bite
my hook.”

Harkness credits his association with other
catfish anglers for his success in the sport.
“When I was in my 30’s I started wanting
to catch bigger catfish. I tried drifting, but just
couldn’t figure it out. About seven years ago,
for my birthday, my father-in-law booked us
a guided fishing trip on the Tennessee River
with Phil King. Phil taught us to drift, and we
were able to catch some nice fish. It was the
first time that I successfully bumped, and
boy was I hooked.”
King not only put Roy and Don on
fish, but he taught them what they were
doing and why. “He gave me information on
what to do and what to look for,” explained
Harkness. “I took that knowledge and went
to the Mississippi River and started trying to
learn how to fish there, in my home waters.
Man, I can tell you, I lost some hooks and
lead for quite a while. I kept on trying what I
had learned until I got better at it.”
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“One day it just clicked. I knew what
I was feeling; I could tell how the bottom
changed; I began to know if it was sand,
mud or rock, because of King’s instruction. I
love to drift, or bump, whichever you prefer
to call it. I love the challenge of finding new
water, of trying to convince something to
bite my hook. I don’t just drift something for
no reason. I try to find out why the fish are
there.”
Another
fortuitous
acquaintance
helped Harkness learn more catfish skills.
He bumped (pardon the pun) into Jeff “Big
Daddy” Dodd, another well-known and
successful catfish angler.
“One day I went fishing on the
Mississippi River,” recalled Harkness. “That’s
where I met Jeff Dodd. “He was fishing by
himself, and as most folks know, he will help
anyone with their fishing skills. I was mainly

Nothing makes Harkness happier than
fishing with his boys, Hunter and Luke.
trying to learn anchor fishing at that time.
He showed me how he ties his hooks and
gave some other equipment suggestions.
He actually gave me some rods which I still
have today.”
“He made me earn his trust, but once
I did we’ve been friends ever since. I didn’t
want to know where he fish, but what to
look for. Now we share with each other.
Sometimes we can be fishing somewhere
out of town and bump into each other. He or
I may ask, ‘What do you know about this?’
Or sometimes he ll say, ‘Boy you need get
out of here,’” joked Harkness.
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Harkness was never bashful about
introducing himself to angers and talking
catfish at the tournaments. It is really a
testament to seasoned catfish anglers and
their willingness to help the ones just coming
up.
“I met the Masingale brothers at
Osceola,” recalled Harkness. “It was my
first tournament and they won it. They are a
library of catfishing information.”
“I fished several tournaments with
Chris Stout,” stated Harkness. “He taught
me so much. I really enjoy fishing with Chris.
He is one of the best in the business. He’s
the one that told me not to do what everyone
else does. Instead he said to take what
others share and make it your own. I have
tried to adopt that advise.”
“All the names that I mention frequently
share what they know about catching catfish
with other anglers. You don’t have to fish
exactly where they fish in order to catch fish.
The rivers are large, so you are able to find
other places that are similar to the ones they
fish. I may ask them what type of area they
fished, but I never ask where they caught
fish. I like to find new places and do it on
my own. I like the challenge and learning
experience.” 		
One of his best days came in 2017. He
was fishing a tournament with his father-inlaw. The river was rising and it had rained
heavily a few days before. Debris and logs
were floating everywhere. It was decision
time.
Their first decision was to leave later in
the morning. They had a spot they wanted to
fish but weren’t sure about river conditions.
Once they got on the river the trash was
terrible. Their second decision was to find a
likely spot closer to the ramp.
“We just started fishing,” reported Harkness.
“The first drift I think we caught 3 fish, a 30,
17, and a 19. So, we drifted it again and
caught a 28, 35, and 32. We were like, ‘Wow,
we just need a 60.’”
“Don, my father in law, mentioned that
he just needed to catch his personal best.
Five minutes later, he has one smoking his
drag. I said, ‘There he is!’ I netted him, and

he was right at 60 pounds.”
“We continued to drift another time and
caught some 20’s. The smallest fish of the
morning was 17 pounds. At 11:00 AM we
quit fishing, eased back to the boat ramp,
and waited on the weigh-in. That was an
awesome day - some of the most fun I have
ever had. Sometimes, we over think things,
when we should really just go out and fish.”
One thing that tournament fishing
teaches is conservation. Those anglers
that enjoy the competition and the big fish
caught at tournaments understand it better
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than most.
“Conservation is a big key to the
continued success of the sport as well as
the future of the fish,” offered Harkness.
“We don’t have to lecture those who don’t
do as we do in using catch-photo-release
(CPR), but we can try to educate them.
Protecting our waterways, our fish, wildlife,
and environment is very critical for our kids
to have access to the same great resources
that we have been blessed with. I hope that
someday my boys are helping me get in the
boat, saying, ‘Come on dad, let’s go fishing.’”
Harkness is creating that possibility by
taking his kids fishing now. Thinking about
fishing with his kids conjured up a story from
back in July.
“Luke my youngest son, my father
in law Don, and I was fun fishing on the
Tennessee River. We were just messing
around catching some 8- to 15-pounders.
We were getting ready to go and I decided
to drift through some structure I had marked.
As soon as we got to it I caught a 63-pound
blue. That’s what’s fun and the kids love it.
You know these little guys I take fishing are
critical to the continuation of the sport. We
have to start teaching them young for them
to understand. What better way to teach or
lead than by example.”
“The key when fishing with kids is to
keep it fun and simple,” instructed Harkness.
“I try to run smaller baits, to get more bites.
I try to fish for numbers versus size. My
kids love to catch fish. Every bite they will
say, ‘Oh dad, this is the big one.’ Also, bring
plenty of snacks. My boys can eat a grocery
store when they are out there fishing.”
“I fished my first tournaments about
five or six years ago. I fished the West
Tennessee Catfish Anglers tournaments,
Big Cat Quest, and just about anywhere that
I could. I enjoy the challenge, and I want to
make myself better.”
His success is well deserved. His

passion for catfishing has led him to do
whatever it takes to improve himself. He
does it with confidence, determination, and
persistence.
“I want to be remembered as someone
who respected others as well as the sport.
Someone who gave 100 percent all of the
time. Someone who put in the work and time
on the water, in order to get better. I am one
of those people who will keep trying until I
figure it out.”
“When I’m drifting, and I have my
rod in my hand, the anticipation of not
knowing what that next bite may be keeps
me going. It might be a 5-pounder or an 80.
The suspense is always there. Anything is
possible, so stay positive you never know
what the next bite may bring.”
“Fishing is my escape from stress,
busy life, negativity, and work. I love it when
my wife and kids go too. When they have a
big cat peeling drag, the looks on their faces
are priceless. Sometimes I loosen the drag
to make them think the fish is even bigger
than it is.”
“I love to fish,” concluded Harkness. “I
plan to continue fishing, as long as God will
allow me to.”

One of his recent accomplishments is BCQ
Angler of the Year for 2017.
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by Ron Presley

Monsters on the Ohio:
Leading the Charge for Catfish Conservation

E

nglish Park in Owensboro, KY
has been the home of Aaron Wheatley’s
Monsters on the Ohio since 2010. Each year
the park, the city and the Ohio River become
a beehive of activity as catfish anglers from
around the nation travel to Owensboro to
participate in one of the most anticipated

Monsters on the Ohio 2017 champs Tyler
Moses (C) and Bill Parfitt(R) hold an example
of the kind of fish that Wheatley works hard
to protect. Monsters on the Ohio Photo
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Wheatley’s weigh-in process speeds up the line and allows
teammates to enjoy the experience of pulling their fish out in
front of the crowd. Monsters on the Ohio Photo
tournaments of the season.
Monsters on the Ohio is a
catch and release tournament.
The basic rules are simple. Fish
can only be caught by rod and
reel; No foul hooked fish will be
accepted; A maximum of 8 rods
per boat are allowed; and only
6 rods are allowed in the water
at any given time.
Wheatley has long been
an advocate for the health and
propagation of trophy catfish.
That passion led him to naturally
include catfish conservation as
an important element of his
tournament strategy.
Conservation has become
more important to anglers in
general, and is in fact one of the
reasons that Wheatley started
Monsters on the Ohio.”
“With me being from here
in Kentucky, conservation is

one of the reasons I started
my tournament,” explained
Wheatley. “I wanted to show
the guys at the Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources (KFW)
what the possibilities are with
this natural resource that is
right here in our waters.”
“KFW complains, that
they don’t have enough
money,” remarked Wheatley.
“But if we promote it more
anglers will come to town.
They will buy an out of state
license which brings in out of
state money to KFW. It will
also bring tourism to these
towns. I wanted to raise
awareness that we have a
valued resource that needs
to be protected. I wanted to
show how to do it right.”
“I actually send letters
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and/or emails to every commissioner on fish
and wildlife and invited them to Monsters
on the Ohio. Every year FWC biologists are
here. They are measuring fish, weighing fish,
they are checking fish health. So, you know
we are working as best we can with fish and
wildlife. We have nothing to hide. We are in
this sport to protect this resource and we
don’t need to hide that. We want people to
know we are going above and beyond to
protect these fish.”
As a tournament angler and director,
Wheatley considers the most important part
of taking care of fish is from that point when
the boat comes out of the water to when the

“…the most important part of
taking care of fish is from that
point when the boat comes out
of the water to when the fish
gets to the scales.”

Once a team is finished with weigh-in a
volunteer driver is ready to drive the next rig
up to the stage. Monsters on the Ohio Photo
fish gets to the scales.
“I like to see the fish setting on the
river where anglers can just keep pumping
fresh water to them,” said Wheatley. “One of
the most important things we do to protect
the fish relates to our weigh-in line. It is
really only about ten boats long. We prefer
that the guys stay out on the water with their
fish, instead of waiting in a weigh-in line for
an hour or hour and a half with their fish in
the livewell. We keep a short weigh-in line
because we think it benefits the fish.”
“We have guys that drive the tow
vehicle though the weigh-in line,” continued
Wheatley. “That way you don’t have guys
come to the stage, put the truck in park,
climb out of the truck and into the boat, pull
their fish out, jump back down and get in the
truck and pull out. Our method takes that
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whole process out of the weigh-in activities.”
A quick calculation shows why this
process is successful at reducing time in
the weigh in line. Saving just 30 seconds
per boat, with 100 boats, saves 50 minutes.
More boats, more savings. That is a benefit
well worth the effort and it is accomplished
with volunteers that have the same desire
as Wheatley to protect the fish.
“That one thing, providing drivers for
the weigh-in line, has really separated this
tournament from others with respect to the
speed of the weigh-in,” offered Wheatley.
“We let the teammates get in the boat as
the volunteer drives the truck, boat and
trailer through the line. It allows the team to
enjoy the weigh-in together and it makes the
weigh-in line go faster.”
Wheatley and his volunteers have
done other things to speed up the process
of weigh-in.
“We go back about two boats deep in
the line and have the anglers pull their small
fish out,” detailed Wheatley. “So once that
boat pulls up in front of the crowd the guys

Plenty of staff are always on hand to speed
up the weigh-in process. Monsters on the
Ohio Photo
are not spending time chasing small fish
down in the livewell while they are setting
there in front of the stage. They are already
in a basket before the boat reaches the
stage. All they gotta’ do is pull out the big
ones.”
Not only does that speed up the weighin, it is good for the crowd. Spectators are
there to see those big fish and the team has
time to show them off.
“We also have tanks there at the stage
with oxygen running to them,” explained
Wheatley. “If someone has a fish that they
feel is in danger before the weigh-in, we let
them go ahead and bring that fish up. We will
weigh that fish separately and then when the
team comes in with the rest of their fish we
will add that weak fish weight to the total.”
Once that weak fish is weighed it goes
into a 200-gallon tank to received oxygen
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and resuscitation. Once it is has recovered
and is in good shape, the fish is released
back into the Ohio River. The tank is there
for the purpose of taking care of any fish that
is not doing well.
“Now days these guys spend plenty of
money on their own to make sure they have
what it takes to keep those fish alive. What
the anglers do in terms of adding oxygen,
adding air and just using good fish handling
procedures should be applauded,” said
Wheatley.
Monsters on the Ohio promotes
good fish care procedures by their rules
too. If anglers bring in a dead fish they are
disqualified. “That is another thing that we
do that makes these guys want to keep the
fish alive,” said Wheatley.
Wheatley credits his facilities for part of his
success.
“I am blessed to have English Park
for my venue,” offered Wheatley. “I have
lots of room to handle 180 boats and it’s is
still comfortable. You have to have the right
circumstances. You gotta’ have the right

Many anglers do their part in fish health by
equipping their boats with large livewells that
will accommodate trophy catfish.
amount of room.”
“We absolutely go all out to protect the
fish,” concluded Wheatley. “The big factor is
the time they are in the weigh-in line. Those
fish are probably not out of the water more
than 15 minutes for the weigh-in activities.
That is the 15 minutes from where the boats
come out of the water to the stage and
weigh-in and they are only out of the livewell
a part of that time.”
“They come up out of the water, they
are weighed, they are checked by fish and
wildlife, and they are taken straight back to
the water, which is only 50 feet from where
they are weighed. I don’t know anything else
we could do to make the weigh-in go faster.”
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Catfish Basics #028

Give Tournament Fishing a Try –
Jonathan Cooksey, Whisker Seeker
Tackle and Whisker Wear Apparel

I talk to people all the time that would like to fish
competitive catfish tournaments, but won’t enter due to the
fact they don’t think they can compete. I believe the learning
curve is better now than it has ever been. I would like to
encourage anyone thinking about fishing a catfish tournament
to enter. If I can have some success, anyone can.
There are very few sports where beginners can compete
against the top-level anglers and luckily competitive catfishing
is one of them. Get involved and I’ll bet you’ll be surprised by
how much you learn in a short period of time. Most of the big
names in catfishing are eager to help. I know because they’ve helped me along my
journey.
I realize that tournament fishing is not for everyone, but how will you know if you
never give it a chance. I have made some very good friends from meeting them at
tournaments. It is amazing how you can relate to someone when you share the same
interests. This is a good time to begin tournament catfishing and help to grow our
sport for the better.
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Membership in the Missouri River’s ‘100-Pound Club’ is growing

T

he stretch of the Missouri River
that John Trager fishes won’t win many
beauty contests. In the Kansas City
area, the river is muddy, looks like a
big drainage ditch, and is lined with
abandoned buildings and urban blight.
But beauty is in the eye of the
beholder. And to Trager, this unlikely
setting looks like big-cat paradise.
“You can catch some monster
blue cats not far from downtown,” said
Trager, better known as Captain Catfish
to his followers and guide clients. “Some
people have a hard time believing there
are fish this big in a muddy river like
the Missouri. But there are 100-pound

John Trager caught this 100-pound blue
catfish in May on the Kaw River near where
it flows into the Missouri.
blues in here. They’re not easy to come
by, but they’re out there.”
Trager, 47, who lives in Merriam,
KN, caught the proof when he joined
the “100-Pound Club” in May.
Fishing in the Kaw River not far
from where it joins the Missouri, he and
a friend had a day that only adds to the
lore of the Missouri River ’s status as
trophy water.
Anchored below a stretch of river
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where whitewater tumbles over a rocky
riffle, Trager and Brian Elvis Britt both
hooked up on huge blue catfish at the
same time.
Britt brought his to the boat first.
It was huge – 64 pounds. Then after
a more-extended fight, Trager landed a
fish far bigger – a blue cat that weighed
slightly more than 100 pounds.
By the time they were done, their
best five blue cats, which were released,
totaled a whopping 281 pounds.
For Trager, who has fished the Kaw
and the Missouri rivers since the mid1980s, that was a landmark moment,
one he doubts he will ever match.
But he knows monstrous catfish

“You can catch some monster
blue cats not far from downtown
(Kansas City)…”

Justin Neece had his hands full when
he caught this 107-pound blue catfish in
February on the Missouri River.
are still roaming that muddy water. It’s
just that the bites from fish like that are
few and far between. It takes patience.
Lots and lots of patience.
“I had fished the Kaw and the
Missouri for a long time, and my best
blue cat before this one weighed only
72 pounds,” Trager said.
Only?
That tells what kind of fishery the
Missouri River is. Despite its unseemly
looks, it harbors world-class blue
catfish in its 340-mile journey across
Missouri.
Fish in the 100-pound class have
been caught in the Kansas City area to
the east and in the St. Louis area to the
west and many points in between.
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Another river monster
Rob Stanley of Olathe, KN, knows
there are some enormous catfish living
the city life in Kansas City.
He proved it in August 2012 when
he went night fishing not far from the
city lights. Anchored near a bridge that
carried a steady stream of traffic, he
and his fishing partner Brad Kilpatrick
set up and waited for the big bite.
That night, a big blue served as an
alarm clock for Stanley.
“I was sleeping and I woke up
when I heard my reel just screaming,”
Stanley said. “That fish peeled off at
least 100 yards of line before it even
slowed down. Brad pulled the anchor
and we followed that fish. It took me 45
minutes to get it in.”
The result? A 102.8-pound blue
catfish, which ranked as a Kansas state
record because it was caught on the

The Missouri River in northwest Missouri
is recognized as trophy water by fishermen
who chase big blue catfish. This peaceful
scene is located in northwest Missouri, near
the town of Craig. Brent Frazee photo
Kansas side of the river. That mark still
stands, though Stanley believes it is by
no means safe.
“There are bigger ones out there,”
he said. “But you have to put in your
time to catch something like that. I’ve
had a lot of trips when I won’t catch a
thing. But it’s fish like the one that keep
me coming back.”
And still another monstrous catch
Even in the winter, the Missouri
River can provide some giant bites.
Justin Neece of Odessa, MO,
joined the 100-Pound Club in February
when he took his cousin, Jeremy Gore,
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Five Places in in Mid-America to catch the giants

and Jeremy’s 9-year-old son, Jase,
fishing near Lexington, MO.
Neece knew that stretch of the
river well, and had marked some huge
fish in wintering holes on a previous
trip. The plan was to let Jase reel in a
few of the blue cats and introduce him
to the sport. But when a giant fish hit,
Neece had to take over.
“I knew that fish would have just
about pulled Jase in,” Neece said.
The fish hit in a blow hole on the
Justin Neece (left) and his cousin’s son,
Jase, enjoyed a day to remember in
February when they brought a 107-pound
blue catfish into the boat on the Missouri
River near Lexington, MO.
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tip of a wing dike. As the bait settled to
the bottom in a spot right at the seam of
the current, the big blue cat hit and took
off. After a spirited fight, the 107-pound
blue catfish was brought to the boat.
For as impressive as that fish was,
it couldn’t match the Missouri state
record. Greg Bernal set that standard
in July of 2010 when he caught a
130-pound blue catfish on –you guessed
it – the Missouri River.
A special river
So what makes the Muddy Mo so
special for blue catfish?
Fisheries biologists point to a
series of factors. The tide started
changing in the early 1990s, when
commercial fishing for blue cats was
banned. In 1993, the river spilled out
of its banks during a massive flood and
changed the face of the Big Mo.
Suddenly, the fish had plenty

Rob Stanley of Olathe, KS, attracted a
crowd when he brought in his 102.8-pound
blue catfish after a night of fishing on the
Missouri River. That fish is a Kansas state
record.
of good spawning habitat – low-flow
areas out of the current. New sandbars
sprung up and the course of the
channel changed, providing a variety of
habitat. That flood quickly changed the
makeup of the Missouri River ’s catfish
population.
“I believe the blue cats had a great
spawn in 1993,” said Jake Allman of the
Missouri Department of Conservation.
“Prior to that year, we rarely caught blue
cats in our sampling in the Kansas City
area. But we started seeing impressive
numbers. And high-water years in
1995, 1997 and 2011 helped, too. In 25
years, we went from hardly finding any
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blue cats in this stretch to seeing good
numbers.”
Other factors helped, too. The
rise in the population of Asian carp
provided the blue catfish with a ready
food source, according to Allman. And
the health of the river, despite its muddy
appearance, added to equation.
“The Missouri River today is
cleaner than it was in the 1950s,” Allman
said. “There is a lot less erosion in the
watershed, and there is less pollution,
too.”
Add one more factor – the lack of
fishing pressure – and you have the
making of a trophy fishery.

“I remember one time when we were
using a rod that wasn’t stout enough
and a big blue hit and just snapped that
rod in two,” he said. “That’s why I go to
heavy-duty equipment now.”
That means a heavy-duty rod,
a Penn reel spooled with 40-pound
Trilene Big Game line, big Whisker
Sticker hooks and heavy sinkers. He
likes to anchor, fish a spot for at least
30 minutes, then move.
He relishes the days when he can
tangle with a river monster, but those
days don’t come along every outing.
“There are days when I swear there
wasn’t a blue cat in this river,” he said.
“But on the Missouri, you know there’s
Where to fish
always that chance of catching a huge
Trager follows a seasonal pattern fish. That’s what keeps me going.”
when he chases the big blue catfish.
He fishes into winter, when the ice floes
make it unsafe to be on the water. In
- Brent Frazee
the cold months, he looks for wintering
holes—deeper spots where the blue
cats often congregate.
As the water warms in the late
spring, the big blue catfish will move up
large tributaries such as the Kaw. Once
IF YOU’RE NOT USING DRIFTMASTER...
the spawn is over, usually by early July,
GOOD LUCK!
the fish will move back into the Missouri
and Trager often will concentrate on the
sandbars at night. By fall, the daytime
fishing often recovers and Trager will
be back on the main channel, looking
for current breaks.
“I like to fish current seams—
places like where calmer water or an
eddy meets the current,” he said. “I like
anything that will break the current –
rocks, logs, stumps, wing dikes.”
Trager starts the season fishing
MADE IN USA
with shad, which he collects with a throw
net. Later, he will go to cut skipjack, a
delicacy for blue cats.
ROD HOLDERS &
.COM

Equipment
Trager learned early that you
don’t go into a fight with a monster with
undersized tackle.

TROLLING SYSTEMS

BLACK RIVER TOOLS, INC.
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by Ron Presley

The Mississippi Wildlife Federation’s
Katfishin’ with Kids is inviting families to

bring the kids and join them for a fun-filled
day on the water. It is aimed at giving the
children and opportunity to learn the basics
of fishing. Volunteers will teach them how
to tie a knot, select the correct lure, bait
hooks and cast. In addition, they will learn
what a fish is and become familiar with its
habitat.
Better yet, a pond stocked with
catfish will let them try their hand at
fishing. families are encouraged to bring a
container to take home their catch.
This event is free to all and no

equipment is needed. The free event is for
children aged 15 and under with a primary
aim of teaching them all about fishing.
Lunch will be provided free of charge.
Mark your calendar and make plans
to join Katfishin’ with Kids for a fun-filled
day on June 2, 2018. The event will be
held at the Turcotte Education Center off
Highway 43 at the Ross Barnett Reservoir.
Note this is a new time from previously
published. The event will run from 6:30
A.M. – 10:00 a.m.
The
following
companies
are
partnering to bring the event to the kids:
The Mississippi Wildlife Federation,
the Mississippi Department of Wildlife,
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Fisheries and Parks, The Mississippi
Museum of Natural Science, Sport Fish
Restoration, Coca-Cola Bottling, Blue
Bunny Ice Cream, Frito Lay, Academy
Sports and Outdoors, Brown Bottling
Group, BankPlus, Keep the Rez Beautiful,
Allied Waste Services, Keesler Federal
Credit Union and all local Wal-Mart stores
If you or your company would like
to participate as a sponsor of this event
please call Melanie Starnes at 601-6051790.
Are you interested in volunteering to help
at this event?
Click here to volunteer to help with
Katfishin’ Kids
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Catfishing from a
Kayak
by Ron Presley

Don’t rock the boat baby, don’t tip the boat over

J
ustin Johnston was born and raised
in East Tennessee. Like many other anglers

he initially became interested in bass
fishing. He spent a lot of his teenage years
targeting largemouth. Once he realized
how big catfish could get and how much
fun they were to catch, his passion quickly
changed.
My interest in kayak fishing happened
by mere chance,” explained Johnston. I
had always fished from a boat. In 2008 I
went on a kayaking tour while on vacation.

O nc e a big c at like this took Justin
for a r ide, he was hooked on kayak
c at f ishing
The entire time I was on the tour, I kept
thinking how much fun it would be to catch
a fish in a kayak.”
When Johnston got home from
vacation he bought a kayak and mounted
some rod holders on it. He was kayak
fishing ready.
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“After that first big fish took me for
a ride, I was hooked,” recalls Johnston.
“Kayaking became kinda’ an obsession. I
got to where I was fishing in my boat less
and less and fishing in the kayak more and
more. I finally sold the boat a couple years
ago and fish exclusively from a kayak now.”
He spends most of his time fishing on
the Watts Bar and Fort Loudon reservoirs
of the Tennessee River. According to
Johnston the Tennessee River is perfect
for kayak fishing due to the ease of access
and low current flows. He says, that with
the exception of the tailwaters below the
dams, you can safely kayak anywhere on
Watts Bar or Fort Loudon.
Johnston’s switch over to kayaks
was a complete transition, but there
was a learning curve to get where he is
today. Safety, equipment choices, fishing
techniques, and transportation issues were
all on the list of things to consider.
Safety
“The biggest concern for me when
catfishing in my kayak is safety,” noted
Johnston. “Most of the time I am fishing
deep structure in the main river channel

Justin rec ommends get ting a st able
kayak for c at f ishing. Big f ish like this
will teac h you why really quic k.
aka the boating lanes. Kayaks have a low
profile on the water and can be hard to see.
This is especially true when the sun is low
on the horizon or if the color of your kayak
blends in with the background.”
“I keep my head on a swivel out there.
My kayak is stable enough to stand in and
I don’t hesitate to hop up to give myself a
bigger profile if I think an oncoming boater
may not see me. I also try to wear bright
colored clothing to try to make myself stand
out more.”
“Pleasure boaters can also limit the
techniques used in the kayak,” continued
Johnston. “Anchor fishing is a prime

“…the bigge st challenge…was
le ar ning how t o land big f ish.”
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example of this. Wake boats and large house
boats that put off high and tight wakes are
annoying when anchor fishing in a boat but
they can be disastrous when anchoring a
kayak. I avoid anchor fishing during peak
pleasure boat times and always use a
quick release system when I do anchor so
that I can quickly detach from it if a danger
arises.”
“Never anchor in fast current,” warns
Johnston. “Things can go bad quickly and
no fish is worth dying over.”
Equipment
The fishing equipment used on a
kayak can be pretty much the same as you
would use in a boat. Rod holders are a
tremendous help, but the large landing net
used by most catfish anglers don’t work so
well, as Johnston soon found out.
“For anchor fishing and suspend
fishing, I use a Carolina rig,” instructed

Per sonal preferenc es will guide
angler s to equip their kayak the way
they want it.
Johnston. “For dragging baits, I use a 3-way
rig. Personally, I prefer the Ugly Stik catfish
rods. They are strong enough for a bigger
fish, but still light enough that smaller fish
are fun to catch with them. It also doesn’t
break the bank if I lose one overboard
which has happened to me a couple times
when bigger fish have gone wild after being
pulled into the cockpit of the kayak.”
“I do opt for heavier line for kayak
fishing. I use 80-pound test. Since I don’t
use a net, I have to grab my line when
landing a fish. If a bigger fish decides to
roll or make one last surge while you have
a firm grip on your line, that is when you are
at the greatest risk of having a line or knot
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Tip s for g et t ing st a r t ed in kaya k f i shing
Johnston’s pas sion for c at f ishing f rom a kayak and what he has lear ned c an
shor ten the lear ning c ur ve for other s. If you would like to bec ome one of a
growing number of angler s with a desire to c hase the whiskered c r it ter s f rom
a kayak, he has some tips for you.
1. A l ways wea r your PFD
If something goes wrong, that will be the one thing that c ould save
your life. There are PFDs made spec if ic ally for kayaks that are light weight,
breathable, and have a high bac k that doesn’t inter fere with your seat. Even
in the hot test days of summer you won’t even notic e them being on, so there
is no exc use not to wear one.
2 . D e mo a kaya k b efo re b uying i t
Your height, weight, sense of balanc e, physic al ailments, per sonal
preferenc es, etc. all play a fac tor in how c omfor t able you are going to be in
a par tic ular kayak. It is impos sible to know if a kayak is going to be a good
f it for you just by looking at it or going of f of other people’s reviews.
You need to get some seat time to make sure you will be c omfor t able in it.
C omfor t is ver y impor t ant when c onsider ing a par tic ular kayak. If you aren’t
c omfor t able in it, you won’t use it. A lso, you t ypic ally get what you pay for so
avoid the big box store kayaks. If c ost is an issue, opt for a used kayak f rom
a reput able brand over a new kayak f rom the loc al spor ting goods store.
3. G et a kaya k you c a n st a nd in
A s I mentioned above, being able to st and will give you a bigger prof ile to
help you be seen if a boat is headed toward you. There are other advant ages
for c at f ishing as well. The ex tra st abilit y will be helpf ul when landing heav y
f ish. It will also give the option of using a c ast net if that is how you get
bait. A lso, us c at f isher men are of ten times f ishing with multiple rods a long
dist anc e away f rom the shore. It isn’t always c onvenient to paddle to shore
when you have to pee. Having the abilit y to st and in your kayak is a nic e
luxur y when you got t a’ go.
4 . Think a b ou t t r a n sp o r t a t ion
Put some thought into how you will transpor t your kayak and how far
you will have to c ar r y or drag it to get it to the water. Fishing kayaks range
in weight f rom 70 to 14 0 lbs. If you are c ar topping or have a long dist anc e
to drag your kayak to get to the water, you may need to get a lighter kayak
than someone who is trailer ing it or has easy ac c ess to the water.
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CATFISHING FROM A KAYAK

failure. The heavier test line helps decrease
the risk of losing the fish while trying to land Justin learned early on that gripping a
them.”
big fish by the mouth was the best way
“I am also a big believer in using
to land them in a kayak.
circle hooks. I am adamant about releasing
trophy size catfish and using circle hooks is
an easy way to help decrease the mortality any extra equipment to be carried in the
kayak such as an anchor and it also limits
rate.”
the amount of times you get snagged since
your baits aren’t on bottom.”
Fishing Techniques
Bait options are another item that
Catfish anglers have been improving
doesn’t
change when you kayak fish. It will
techniques for catching big cats for years.
Those same techniques will work from depend on the waters you fish and preferred
a kayak, but personal choice usually bait for that area. Since Johnston fishes
mostly on the Tennessee River his favorite
determines what each angler uses.
“My favorite way to fish for catfish bait is no surprise.
“The majority of the time I use cut
in the kayak is suspend fishing,” said
skipjack,”
reported Johnston. “It just seems
Johnston. “When a big cat slams your bait,
and doubles your rod over, it takes the to be the best bait for the waters I fish. I will
side of your kayak down with it. That is an opt for shad, white bass, or bluegill when
adrenaline rush like no other. That rush is skipjack are hard to find.”
“Fishing with live bait in the kayak can
what got me hooked on kayak fishing and
is just something you can’t get from fishing be difficult. The limited storage space and
weight capacity prevents you from being
in a boat.”
“Suspend fishing is also the easiest able to have a large bait tank suitable for
way to fish in a kayak. It doesn’t require keeping shad alive. I have a homemade
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bait bucket that I use for hardier baits like
bluegill and white bass.”
The biggest test for kayak anglers is
when they hook the big one. The stability
of the kayak as opposed to a boat and the
maneuverability of the angler are limited. I
suspect that first big catfish in a kayak is a
real learning experience.
“Initially, I think the biggest challenge
for me was learning how to land big fish in
the kayak,” revealed Johnston. “In a boat, I
would just get the fish up to the surface and
drop my net under it. I could then easily lift
the fish into the boat. When I started kayak
fishing, I quickly realized my huge catfish
net wasn’t going to work out.”
“The storage area in the kayak is
limited and a big net takes up a lot of space.
In addition to that, the net was always getting
hung on something. It is pretty frustrating to
have to try to reach behind you to get your
net untangled while a trophy size blue is
thrashing around at the side of the kayak.
It didn’t take long before I decided to ditch
the net and land fish by hand.”
“Kayak fishing also forced me to
change my mindset on how I would reel in
the fish. In my boat fishing days, I could net

a fish that was still full of energy and let him
flop around in the floor after I landed him.
With kayak fishing, I have to be much more
cautious and take my time with landing fish.
The last thing you want to do is bring a big
fish, that is still green, right onto your lap.
I think the fact that I don’t have a net or a
partner to land fish adds to the excitement
though. Getting a fish to the surface used to
be the end of the fight when I was fishing in
a boat. In the kayak, it is just the beginning
of the battle.”
“I love the simplicity of kayak fishing.
There is no gas or oil to buy. No motor to
breakdown. No maintenance to be done.
They are lightweight so you don’t need a
truck for a tow vehicle. I can launch it pretty
much anywhere. The kayak also allows
me to be able to fish in any body of water,
whether it be a small creek or offshore in
the ocean.”
“For me, the real benefit of fishing in a
kayak, versus a boat, is just the fun factor.
It is so much more fun to hook into a big fish
in the kayak. There is an excitement and
adrenaline rush that just can’t be matched
in a boat.”
- Ron Presley

CATFISH CALENDAR
(Fishermen, check with club/association for exact dates, changes, cancellations and rules.)
NOV
NOV
NOV
NOV
NOV
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC

18th
18th
18th
18th
26th
2nd
2nd
8th
9th
9th - 10th
16th

CATFISH MAFIA
HOLD’EM HOOK
OLD DOMINION
WEST TN CATFISH ANGLERS
CENTRAL MISSOURI CATS
JKV CATFISHING
SOUTHEASTERN CATFISH CLUB
GETNHOOKED
OLD DOMINION
CENTRAL TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
CATFISH MAFIA

LOWER POTOMAC
INGALLS HARBOR
HOPEWELL MARINA
MEMPHIS
GLASGOW
LAKE WHEELER
LAKE WATEREE
SOONER LAKE/WEST SIDE RAMP
HOPEWELL MARINA
BELTON
LOWER POTOMAC
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CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLASSIC
CHAMPOINSHIP
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLASSIC
CLUB

Why We Catfish

A Guest Editorial by Matthew Miles

We are like the fish we seek

W
hat is
draws us in?

it about fishing that

Simply put, I think it is a divine
activity, ordained by God to give us a
glimpse into his purpose for us. Fishing
has a number of parallels that I believe
represents God’s intent.
Is it imaginable that we can derive
the meaning of life from fishing?
Is it just a coincidence that that
when Jesus walked down to the Sea of
Galilee he saw two men emptying their
nets and he said unto them “Follow me,
and I will make you fishers of men?”
Shortly after that, he saw two more
men on their boat and he called them and
they followed him.
Four of Jesus’ first disciples were
fishermen! Have you ever wondered why
he chose fishermen to be his disciples?
My eyes were opened to what my

Matthew is shown here with his daughter
Sophie. The 70-pound blue was caught on
the James River using a BCF rod.
heart had always sensed about fishing
after I stumbled across a series of
sermons by Andy Stanley called “Go
Fish.” His sermons were so powerful
that they strengthened my relationship
with God and encouraged me to lead a
men’s fishing ministry in South Carolina.
But what about Catfishing?
Why do we catfish? As alluded to
above, we fish to seek out the meaning of
life without even knowing it. We voyage
onto waters where what lurks beneath is
generally unknown.
These waters can easily swallow
us up, much like the world can. Yet we
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Matthew posed for a Whisker Whackers
photo op while he was in Memphis for the
Mississippi River Monsters tournament.
devote our lives to searching beyond (and
below) what we can see; we search for
thrill and peace at the same time.
We seek to conquer major feats as
we voyage into the depths of the world,
much like we seek to conquer the monster
blues, flatheads, and channels in the deep
waters.
We build deep and meaningful
relationships with other fishermen along
the way, sharing a common bond in our

endeavors and understanding each other
without realizing it. How amazing this is!
Catfish, though, are uniquely symbolic
of this endeavor.
People often ask me, “Why did you
create an apparel brand called ‘Katfish?’”
And they also ask, “Why catfishing?”
I love this question, because it gives
me the opportunity to explain to them that
fishermen are very much like the fish they
seek.
“Really,” they ask. “So what does
this mean?”
The symbolism is profound. If you
look at the qualities of catfishermen and
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WHY WE CATFISH
the qualities of these fish we seek, your
eyes will be opened! Catfishermen in
general represent “Middle America.” We
are largely blue-collar hard workers with a
grit and toughness about us that provides
strength for this great country.
We aren’t generally flashy, we aren’t
always pretty, but we are resilient. We
can survive, even when the environment
is tough. We quietly lurk in the deep of
the world, in places most wouldn’t travel.
We are often looked down upon as trash,
fat, or ugly, but we are the apex predators
in our environment.
We span from coast to coast, in
rivers, lakes, ponds, and even the salty
ocean. And we are a threat to those who
don’t understand us. Some people aren’t
comfortable with us in their surroundings
so they seek ways to delegitimize us in
our endeavors.
Does this sound familiar? Does it
sound like the battle we face in taking our
place upon the throne of sport fishing in
America? Let that settle in for just a few
moments. We are like the fish we seek.

to be brought to the surface, through our
constant efforts and faith that crossing
the waters of life and fishing for him or
her will one day result in the best trophy
of our life.
Follow me, and I will make you fishers of
men. Matthew 4:19
- Matthew Miles

Why We Catfish Guest Editorial
This column is provided for reader submitted
editorials on Why We Catfish. If you have
a short story related to why you catfish,
you may submit it for consideration and
publication in a future issue of CatfishNow.
Send submissions of 500 words or less
and one or two photos to Ron Presley at
presleyr@bellsouth.net.

Here lies the challenge.
In all of the turmoil surrounding our
sport, we need to remember that God’s
plan for us is bigger than the earthly
endeavor of catching big catfish.
God gave us this activity to find
deeper meaning in our lives. He gave
us fishing to build deeper relationships
with others. God gave us fishing to help
us understand that sometimes, even
with the best tools and tackle, and prime
conditions, the catfish just don’t bite.
Sometimes we do things perfectly
in life, yet things just don’t work out how
we want. However, we have Faith that
we’ll catch that monster next time, and
believing without seeing is what gives
us peace in the journey across troubled
waters.
Friends, God gives us fishing to
help us understand that the big, ugly,
mean fish hiding under the log, in 60 feet
of water, may be the friend or foe that
needs to be brought to the light. It needs
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CATFISH CLUBS

Corrections or additions contact us at catfishnow.com

BIG CAT QUEST
BIG SIOUX CAT ANGLERS
CABELA’SKING KAT TOURNAMENT TRAIL
CAROLINA ANGLERS TEAM TRAIL C.A.T.T
CATFISH CHASERS TOURNAMENT SERIES
CATFISH CONFERENCE
CATFISH COUNTRY
CATFISH MAFIA
CATFISH NATION OUTDOORS
CATHUNTERS ASSOC. OF THE SOUTH C.A.T.S.
CENTRAL MISSOURI CATS
CENTRAL TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
CHATTAHOOCHEE HILLJACK CATFISHING
EXTREME CATFISHING
FISHIN BLUES
FLATHEAD BLUES ON CHANNEL 2
GETNHOOKED
HOLD’EM HOOK CATFISH TRAIL
ICATS
INDIANA CATFISH
J.K.V. CATFISHING TOURNAMENT TRAIL
KANAWHA RIVER CATFISH CLUB
KANSAS CITY CATFISH
MADISON CATFISH ANGLERS
MISSISSIPPI CATFISH TRAIL
MISSISSIPPI RIVER MONSTERS
MONSTERS ON THE OHIO
OHIO VALLEY CATFISHING
OHIO VALLEY RIVER CATS
OLD DOMINION CATFISH CLUB
RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH LEAGUE
SCHEELS BOUNDRY BATTLE CATFISH TOURNAMENT
SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA MO RIVER CATFISH CLUB
SOUTHEASTERN CATFISH CLUB
SOUTHWEST OHIO CATFISH CLUB
TRI STATE KATS
TRI-COUNTY CATFISH ASSOCIATION
TUG “N” JUGS
TWISTED CAT OUTDOORS
WEST TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
WEST TN CATFISH ANGLERS
WHISKY CITY CATFISH CLUB

FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
Website
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
FaceBook
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KEN FREEMAN
DICK HINRICHSEN
JEREMY COE
BRETT COLLINS
DAVID STUDABAKER
STEVE DOUGLAS
SCOTT WILSON
GLEN ORR
KEN HAGEN
GLENN FLOWERS
MATT SANDERS
JERRY DILLARD
HUNTER LIVINGSTON
CHAD WAUGH
TIM ORR
AMANDA JOHNSON
MICHAEL PRICE
STEVE DOBBS
JOHNNY COLEMAN/BOBBY MILLER
CHRIS WALLACE
JOSH VANOVER
NEAL CRAIG /JUSTIN VAUGHT
BARD KILPATRICK
DARRYL MILLER
HUGH THOMPSON
GEORGE YOUNG
AARON WHEATLEY
MARK BARILLA
FRANK
BRUCE CONNER
BRAD DURICK
BRAD DURICK
LORI
BRIAN SNIPES JOSHUA COGGINS
VANCE NADOSKY (513)379-2655
KELVIN HORN
TOMMY WALSH
MICHAEL PRICE
ALEX NAGY
CHUCK MCCOY
JUSTIN RUSSELL
RAY HERALD

Tournament Results
TRI-COUNTY CATFISH ASSOCIATION

OCTOBER 7th - 8th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

KUTCHIES

Tom Walsh/Tim Walsh
Bill Newingham/Jim Newingham
Joe Ludtke/Joe Coventry
Adam Hart/Chris Hart
Tyler Sapp/Phil Johnson80.65

90.15
89.7
81.95
81.15

BIG FISH
1. Bill Newingham/Jim Newingham

TUGNJUGS

OCTOBER 15th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

23.1

OOLOGAH

Fat Katz
Jugger Knots
Big Whiskers
Green Heads
Koolcats

79.54
73.1
60.52
55.42
27.12

BIG FISH
1. Fat Katz

38.3

CATFISH MAFIA

OCTOBER 14th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

POTOMAC

Andrew/Jerry/ Justin
Eric
Sam/Juan/Brett
Rob Hildebrand SR/Rob Hildebrand JR
Chris

133
94.2
84
71.2
69.6

BIG FISH
1. Andrew/Jerry /Justin

OCTOBER 14th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

70.6

CENTRAL OHIO CATFISH CLUB
DELEWARE LAKE

David Funk/Chris Macri
Amanda Johnson
Jerry/Mike
Chris Watson/Lauren
Shawn Dauphin/Ron Hughes

41
36.18
35.6
27.6
25.78

BIG FISH
1. David Funk/Chris Macri

11.8
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Tournament Results
GETNHOOKED

OCTOBER 14th
1.
2.
3.
4.

OOLOGAH LAKE

Melendy/Forshee
Kansas Drifters
Big Worms Honey Hole
Catch And Release

55.38
40.66
38.56
23.4

BIG FISH
1. Kansas Drifters
2. Melendy/Forshee

Longer by 1/2 inch

16.88
16.88

SOUTHEASTERN CATFISH CLUB

OCTOBER 14th

LAKE WYLIE

1. Kelly Godbolt/Dustin Smith
2. Jeff Outz/Kenny Sudderht
3. Casey Craig/Larry Craig
4. Shane Queen/Quintin Queen/Toby
Griffin/Ric Helms
5. Steve Whitley/Shane Owneby

75.7
75.44
72.6
71.35
68.35

BIG FISH
1. Steve Whitley/Shane Owenby

OCTOBER 21st

40.45

CENTRAL TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
BELTON LAKE

1. Team Houston
2. Dream Team
3. Team Catastropic
4. DRTW
5. ZWZ
5.BLUECAT BANE

89.54
59.08
17.22
17.08
14.7
14.7

BIG FISH
1. Team Houston

OCTOBER 21st

47.1

KANAWHA RIVER CATFISH CLUB
POINT PLEASANT

1. Adam Scott/Cody Williams/Justin
Vaught
2. Todd Anderson/Greg Eblin/Noah
Eblin
3. Rob Ellis/Brandon Wallace

85.05
65.6
52

BIG FISH
1. Rob Ellis/Brandon Wallace

44.63
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Tournament Results
GETNHOOKED

OCTOBER 21ST
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

SOONER LAKE

Melendy/Forshee
Carey/Carey
Catch And Release
Bird/Bird Father & Daughter
Baldwin/Shriver

71.74
58.46
57.68
53.82
46.7

BIG FISH
1. Melendy/Forshee

24.18

OHIO VALLEY CATFISHING
OCTOBER 21st
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Team
Team
Team
Team
Team

NEWBURG LANDING

Slime Time
Foster
Kat Kings
Lins & Gert
Cat Force One

78.8
54.4
31.3
26.9
16.1

BIG FISH
1. Team Slime Time

31.1

OLD DOMINION CATFISH CLUB

OCTOBER 21st

HOPEWELL MARINA

1. Doug Holloway/James Williams
2. Kenny Bennett/Michael Burruss/Billy
Wright
3. Chuck Jarvis/Jason Pope
4. Brandon Hedrick/Tyler Wallen
5. George Dehner/Stephen Denher/
Hunter Denher

105.05
95.9
84.45
77.45
77.05

BIG FISH
1. Doug Holloway/James Williams

OCTOBER 21st
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

66.7

INDIANA CATFISH ASSOCIATION
HUTSONVILLE

Casey Tutorow/Nick Hann
Ron/George Fud
Lloyd Tanner
Nathan/Andy
Morris/Floyd

72.3
52
37
15
11.8

BIG FISH
1. Casey Tutorow/Nick Hann

40.3
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Tournament Results
JKV CATFISHING

OCTOBER 28th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

LEAVENWORTH

Tom Petrowski/Henry Neafus
Keith Terrance/Charles Breedlove
Mike Greenwell/Jake McFarland
Rob Clodfelder/Heath Malone
Andy Williams/Reece Eubank

123.11
110.15
99.6
99.1
96.2

BIG FISH
1. Tom Petrowski/Henry Neafus

62.9

SOUTHEASTERN CATFISH CLUB

NOVEMBER 4th

FISHING CREEK RESERVOIR

1.Andy Pitts/Rylan Debruhl/Chris Debruhl
2. Steve Whitley/Shane Owenby
3. Brian Snipes/Mason Brakefield/Jamie
Carter
4. John Terry/Jason Knight
5. Benji Brown/Riley Brown/Scotty
Peavy/Gauge Peavy

58.69
54.93
54.53
52.57
48.71

BIG FISH
1. Benji Brown/Riley Brown/Scotty
Peavy/Gauge Peavy

NOVEMBER 4th - 5th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

34.81

INDIANA CATFISH ASSOCIATION
GEIST

Ron/George
Casey/Nick/Andrew
Corey/Morris
Lloyd/Rob
Brent/RL

53
49.6
49.2
48.3
43.4

BIG FISH
1. Ron/George
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CATFISH SPEAK

Decoys:

The name for a bite that doesn’t happen.
Sometimes fish act like they are going to bite
and then decide not to. They are considered
decoys. Be patient and wait for the real bite.
Don’t fall for the decoy.

Joe Ludtke - Springfield, Illinois

CatfishSpeak - The Language of Catfishing
Like any other sport, catfishing has a verbiage of its own. From
catfish slang to useful phrases, catfish anglers communicate in a
special language. CatfishNow plans to keep you up to date with this
angler blending of the English language and catfish jargon that we will
call CatfishSpeak. Send us your favorite.
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Keep your eye on the bait!
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